
London Museum Librarians and Archivists Group
Meeting at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich

Thursday 14th December 2007

Notes

Present
Christopher Mills, RBG Kew (Chair)
Richard Golland, IWM 
Martin Flynn, V&A
Martin Cherry, Freemasonry 
Renee Orr, NMM
Daphne Knott, NMM
Peter Elliott, RAF Museum
Kiri Ross-Jones, RBG Kew
Elspeth Hector, National Gallery
Ian Carter, Science Museum
Rupert Williams, Science Museum
Paul Evans, Royal Artillery Museum
Ben Taplin, BM
Caroline Warhurst, LTM
Simon Moody, NAM
Kate Sloss, Tate

Apologies
Anthony Hopkins, Courtauld
Joanna Bowring, BM
Fiona Ainsworth, RBG Kew
Sally Brooks, MoL
Helen Kent, LTM
Vicky Worsfield, V&A
Adam Waterton, RA
Michael Ball, NAM
John Meriton, V&A
Claire Frankland, MiD

1. Apologies for absence noted.

2. There were no matters arising from the minutes of the last meeting.

3.  CM: ‘Moving Forwards’ groups

It is proposed that there will be 3 groups to cover the following areas: policy; web & 
communications; events & training.

The following names have already been submitted for membership:
Policy: Joanna Bowring
Web & communications: Martin Flynn; Ben Taplin; Elspeth Hector
Events & Training: Kate Sloss; Daphne Knott; Elspeth Hector; Charles Hoare

The following names were submitted at the meeting:
Policy: Caroline Warhurst; Julia Roberts-Shaw (IWM)
Web & Communications: Renee Orr
Events & Training: Kate Jarvis (NMM)
Anywhere: Kiri Ross-Jones; Katherine Moody (IWM); Katherine Phillips (IWM)

CM will adjust group membership accordingly and email his decisions. He will act as co-
ordinator and facilitator for all the groups but will not be a member of any.
All 3 groups should meet before the next formal LMLAG meeting in order to discuss terms of 
reference. These should be circulated in advance of the meeting to allow discussion and final 
ratification at the meeting.



The Policy Group should base its terms of reference on the existing strategy and objectives 
document, to be circulated with membership details.
The Web & Communications Group’s primary focus will be getting LMLAG better known. 
They will build on existing documents, the results of Policy Group discussions and issues 
arising from the All Change Conference.

The Events & Training Group will focus initially on plans for the next conference in 2009. CM 
invited conference subject suggestions to be sent to him for discussion and ratification at the 
next meeting. 
MF suggested the conference should concentrate on a topic specific to libraries in museums.
KS &CW felt that concentrating on informal learning spaces in museums would be of interest 
as the demands on these were changing all the time.
RW Museums libraries & archives and education would be a topic of interest to many both 
within and outside the museum world.
It was agreed that the topic of the conference would be finalised at the next meeting and the 
necessity for a separate conference steering group would be considered.

Leaders of all groups should email other leaders with areas of mutual interest.
KS – groups could email notes to the whole membership
RG suggested using the List-serv,; CM suggested video conference meetings for groups where 
possible.

CM suggested a 4th group to look at policy & standards eg performance measures
RW agreed but wondered whether this group should be started now or later
CW felt that the main policy group should get started first.
KS told the group about a policy standards group she had belonged to which collected statistics 
for benchmarking. This had lasted for only a year.
RW would like to initiate a benchmarking exercise with other museum libraries
General discussion on this concluded that past experiments of this type had mostly failed to 
provide a final product. It would therefore be important to set strict parameters before setting 
up such a group.
KR-J recommended the NCA conference on statistics
Some agreement that the list-serv would be a good place for a general discussion of this topic 
RG WE are still not able to quote to people outside the group some vital statistics about the 
group’s membership
MF This would be a suitable topic for the Web Group to pursue
SM It could be useful to have a group looking at general accessibility
CM This also could be discussed on the list-serv
MF This could also be discussed by the web group, particularly in relation to ticketing 
and basic access
CW This could also include access to collections via catalogues
KS The policy group might look at online cataloguing and perhaps talk to MLA about 
their findings
MF queried whether traditional cataloguing according to professional rules was really 
helpful to researchers, particularly new audiences

CM Each group will need to focus on a few key agenda areas
CM will contact the potential leaders of the groups and circulate relevant documents 
to members.



4  KS - JISC membership

A report on the current state of the JISC project was circulated.

KS stressed that this would be a pilot project. The final agreement means that MLA 
have now officially recognised LMLAG as a group which can be sponsored for JISC 
membership

JISC is in the process of negotiating publishers’ prices and has already reached 
agreement with OUP. The remaining resource prices should be available by January 
08. All JISC subscriptions run by calendar year.
The timing of the pilot allows for evaluation of the project. JISC will collect statistics  
and make them available to the group via their website. It is up to participating 
libraries to promote the resources to ensure maximum usage as usage statistics will 
form a major part of the evaluation. The evaluation of the pilot must be positive if the 
project is to continue past the period of the pilot.

CW Can other libraries opt in at a later date? KS will ask. Any libraries wanting to opt 
in should email KS

If all participating libraries sign up for a particular resource, JISC will renegotiate 
with the publisher to get a lower price.

SM would prefer to see a price list before signing up

CW The model user licence is important. Perhaps non-participating libraries could 
promote LMLAG members’ JISC resources on their websites/in their libraries

KS JISC is now ready to renegotiate to get more remote access concessions. This will 
probably allow staff to use the resources whilst working at home.

RO Publishers are happy to work with JISC because it gives them a known income

KS A steering group should be set up. KS; BT and RW volunteered in order to provide 
a subject spread

MF asked about the possibility of getting support for Shibboleth. KS thinks MLA 
might support this.
RO Perhaps LMLAG could have a workshop on this?

CM thanked KS on behalf of the group for her work in making the pilot project 
possible



5 Members’ news – members to post on the listserv if they wish

6 – AOB - none

The next meeting will be held at London’s Transport Museum on March 13 th at 
2.30pm.

Members who wish to come earlier to view the museum should contact Caroline
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